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Q1 Review: Lots of noise, little volatility  
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Q1 2017 Major news flow 

Positives Negatives

• Hopes of a US tax reform & other “Trumponomics”

• US & Global Economic Surprises indices jumped. US
Consumer & business confidence rose sharply. PMIs are
picking up in most part of the world;

• S&P 500 Q4 operating EPS grew +6% versus Q4 2016,
which would is the first positive number since Q1 2015

• Major central banks balance sheets continue to grow

• Snapchat IPO showed a return of confidence for large Tech
IPOs

• President’s Trump flurry of executive orders

• Congress’ failure to repeal and replace Obamacare

• US Federal Reserve’s third interest rate hike

• US “retail apocalypse” continuing

• Fears of “Frexit” (France exiting EU) ahead of French
presidential elections

• Sharp reversal in crude oil in March
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A Quarter In Review

Risky assets continue to gain

Wide dispersion in S&P 500 Sector Returns

• Stocks outperformed bonds. The S&P 500 (+6.1%) had its best start since
2013 and its third best since 2000. After trailing for much of 2016, the
NASDAQ Composite was the top benchmark in Q1 with a +9.8%. US
Treasury bonds and US Aggregate bonds indices were marginally up;

• Non-US international markets did well as the MSCI Emerging Markets
(+7.8%) outperformed the S&P 500. The MSCI Europe & Far East (EAFE)
slightly underperformed.

• Commodities were the worst performing asset class (-2.5%) with the
exception of Gold (+8.5%)

• Technology was the best performing sector of the S&P 500 with a 12% gain.

• Energy’s drop coincided with WTI oil falling 5.8% in Q1. This was a
meaningful reversal from Q4 when WTI oil rallied 11.4% and the Energy
sector jumped 6.6%

• Consumer discretionary and Healthcare’s outperformance coupled with
Energy’s underperformance means that Consumer sectors outperformed
commodity-related sectors a Q1, which is a counter-trend rally to what we
saw in 2016
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Q1 2017 Asset class performance

Nasdaq Index 9.8%

Gold 8.5%

MSCI Emerging Markets 7.8%

S&P 500 Total Return 6.1%

MSCI EAFE index 4.7%

US Treasury Bonds 1.4%

Barclays US Bond Aggregate Index 0.8%

US Treasury Bills 0.2%

U.S Dollar -1.8%

S&P GSCI commodity index -2.5%

Q1 2017 Top performing S&P 500 sectors

Information Technology 12.2%

Consumer discretionary 8.1%

Healthcare 7.9%

Q1 2017 Worst performing 500 sectors

Financials 2.1%

Telecommunication services -5.1%

Energy -7.3%



Macro & Fundamentals
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Global Economic & Monetary Cycle Summary
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Country / region Outlook for Economic Growth Monetary cycle Comments

Positive Tightening 
We expect GDP momentum to persist into early 2017, with fiscal stimulus from the 
Trump administration likely boosting growth in H2 2017. We expect one or two other 
hikes this year with the Fed staying slightly behind the curve

Neutral / positive
Still loose (but QE tapering could 

come sooner than expected)
The economy remains on solid footing, while inflation is making a comeback thanks to 
higher oil prices. Political uncertainty presents risks to the outlook

Neutral 
Still loose (but with inflation on 

the rise, policy is expected to 
become less accomodative)

The economy remains resilient, but the weak pound is hurting trade and causing a 
surge in inflation. The UK is heading toward a harder Brexit than originally 
anticipated

Neutral / positive Still accomodative
The outlook for Japan has vastly improved over the past several months. But it still 

looks like a classical cyclical recovery within the realm of the country's Lost Decades.

Neutral / positive Tightening
We expect to see a continuation of controlled slower growth as the government 
balances the country's risks. Rising debt, the dollar, and Trump are our biggest 

concerns. 

Neutral / positive Still accommodative
November's demonetization has been wreaking havoc on this largely cash-based 

economy. But the outlook in the intermediate term should improve.
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PMIs are picking up in most parts of the world
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Source: Strategas
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US Bull Market Top “checklist”: why it is different than in 2000 & 
2007
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2000 2007 Current Comments

Widening credit spreads
At the moment, we are not seeing credit spreads widening. With defaults rising, it needs to be 

monitored though.

Rising real interest rates
The Fed is still behind the curve. But with inflation expectations on the rise recently, Fed rate hike 

could surprise on the upside, pushing real interest rates higher. To be watched closely. 

Weakening upward earnings 
revisions

Earnings revision are steady but remain uninspiring 

Signs of speculation No signs of panic buying or speculative excess in public equity markets

Heavy inflow into equity market 
funds

Retail have missed the market rally and continue to be suspicious. Amazingly, there have been 
equity cumulative outflows from US equities since 2009

Big pick-up in Merger & 
Acquisition activity

While M&A activity picked up in 2015, both deal volume and deal value have failed in 2016.

IPO activity
2015 IPO market was already mediocre but it turned even worse in 2016. Activity is slightly picking 

up but deal volume are still very low.

Less stocks making new highs
Participation to the upside (market breadth) is actually improving compared to 2014 and early last 

year.

Shift towards defensive 
leadership

Cyclicals, Financials and Technology sectors have been outperforming defensive sectors recently. We 
view this as a positive.
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Interest rates cycle: a change of paradigm 

Fed fund rate expectation Treasury yields expected to bottomed out

CPI is moving faster than fed fund rates Eurozone unemployment has gone down resulting in inflation
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Fed Funds Target Rate FOMC year end estimates

Fed fund rates are expected to go up gradually 
and reach long term target of 3%
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Both seasonality and Presidential cycle remain supportive 

A cycle composite (seasonality + 4-year cycle + 10-year cycle)
shows that strong equity performance is expected to run
through the end of Summer (see chart on the right).

Historically, Q2 is a stronger quarter than Q1 (see chart below)

Q2 has historically been the year’s second best quarter
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Source: Strategas Source: NDR
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Are global markets overvalued?

Highlights

Free Cash Flow Yield 2017e above Average

Equity risk premiums still above long term average

Despite recent rally valuations are still undemanding Emerging market valuations discount economic challenges

• Equity risk premium for the markets is still higher than 
long term average showing absence of bubble in the markets

• Forward free cash flow yields on major markets are higher 
than long term average signaling strong cash generating 
strength of corporates

• Emerging Markets are now trading at a wide discount to US 
equities 
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Key Macro Risks

Latin America in 
Recession Amidst 
Political Uncertainty 
in Brazil

Slowdown in 
Chinese 
Economic 
Growth

Will 
“trumponomics” 
disappoint?

With inflation making a 
comeback, will interest rates 
surprise on the upside?

Excessive 
leverage at 
global level
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 US markets and global cyclical stocks have been appreciating
based on expectations that “Trumponomics” will lift global
economic growth. Any disappointment would lead to a
market correction.

 Concerns over Chinese economy appears to be overblown –
credible data points to moderation rather than ‘hard
landing’. Still, China debt situation needs to be carefully
monitored.

 US Fed has adopted more cautious approach towards pace
of rate hikes - expectations are 3 hikes in 2017. But with
inflation expectations on the rise, rate hike cycle could
surprise on the upside.

 ‘Brexit’ shock has added a new dimension to the risk
premium & presidential elections in France might lead to a
surprise result which could threaten the whole Eurozone.

 Geopolitical risks have been on the rise recently with
tensions between the US and North Korea. The case of Syria
is still not solved.

Comments
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Rising geopolitical 
tensions

A surprise result in 
French elections could 
shake up the Eurozone
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Our View: Cross-Asset Allocation

View Rationale

Equity Positive
We expect equities to outperform other asset classes due to
strong growth in earnings and still reasonable relative
valuations versus fixed income

Fixed Income Negative
Fed is expected to come up with 3 hikes in 2017 which will
be a drag for bond markets

Commodities Neutral
Commodities should bounce back due to expected increase
in inflation but trade barriers from the US could be a drag
in absolute demand from emerging markets

View Rationale

Government
Bonds

Negative The government bonds should underperform due increase
in risk free rates and higher inflation

Corporate
Bonds

Neutral Corporate bonds will benefit from reduced credit spreads
while pickup in yields would be a drag on their performance

High Yield 
Bonds & EM

Positive
The narrowing credit spread due to stronger macro
economic conditions would help in re-rating of the High
yield and Emerging markets

Duration Neutral
Duration provides some diversification to a global portfolio
but with bond yields on the rise, we prefer to keep a cautious
stance on duration

Asset Allocation

Fixed Income Allocation
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View Rationale

US equities Neutral

Recent rally though backed by fundamentals has brought in
too much optimism in the market. We remain constructive
on US equities but believe there are better opportunities
elsewhere

EU equities
Positive

An end to the negative rates policy by the ECB would in 
particular materially improve prospects for European economy 
and a weaker euro would further support the export activities

Japan
equities

Neutral
BOJ’s monetary easing looks set to persist and in our view will 
continue to be a drag on valuations

Asia ex-
Japan 
equities

Positive

Asia ex-Japan is enjoying the global cyclical recovery as much
as its trading partners and domestic economies are picking up.
As such, companies’ earnings too are likely to improve.
Relative and absolute valuations are attractive.

Emerging 
Markets 
equities

Positive
Although oil prices have recently seen a pullback, commodity 
prices have generally remained stable, supporting the EM 
economies that rely on them for expansion.

Country Equity Allocation

View Rationale

EURO Neutral
Euro has significantly corrected due to uncertainty over Brexit
but any surprise in French election could further put pressure
on the currency

GBP Negative
‘Brexit’ shock has added a new dimension to the risk premium;
we believe the market has not fully reflected the impact on
economy

EM local
currencies

Positive

The EM currencies have lost ground due to uncertainty over
US foreign policy but at current levels it appears quite
attractive on Purchasing Power Parity and should bounce back
to bridge this gap

Currency Allocation



Global Investment Themes
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Looking beyond US Equities

Opportunities US markets trading at significant premiums to rest of world

EM markets GDP growth will outperform developed markets

 US Equities: US equities have historically traded at a significant 
premium (15%) to the rest of the world with an 8% band on either 
side (7%-23%). US equities are currently trading at the top of the 
historical band

 European Equities: The primary driver of the underperformance of 
European equities since 2014 had been the ECB’s extraordinarily 
easy monetary policy which in our view had clear negative impacts on 
growth and equities. An end to the negative rates policy by the ECB 
would in particular materially improve prospects for European 
Financials

 Euro Zone: History shows that Euro zone equities are usually not 
hurt when US bond yields rise. And record divergence of monetary 
and soon fiscal policy between Europe and the US will ensure that 
the euro remains weak, with positive implications for corporate 
profits

 Emerging Markets: Since 2009, the spread between Emerging 
Markets growth and developed markets growth has kept shrinking. 
2017 is expected to be a pivotal year as IMF forecasts call for a 
widening of the growth differential this year 

 Japan: Japanese equities are trading at a significant discount to the 
US and should be beneficiaries of a cyclical global rebound. However 
the BOJ’s monetary easing looks set to persist and in our view will 
continue to be a drag on valuations
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Floating rate loans: an attractive asset class for a rising rates environment

Opportunities Floating rate loans structure

Default rate for senior loans has be lower than HY bonds

 Floating rate loans (also known as leveraged loans, syndicated loans, 
senior loans or bank loans) are non-investment grade but senior 
secured debt obligations issued by public and private corporations

 Loans have similar annualized return volatility as investment grade 
bonds but exhibit higher yield and lower duration

 Changes in market interest rates have a completely different effect 
on loans than they do on bonds. Indeed, while the amount of 
interest paid by a senior loan typically goes up and down with 
changes in market interest rates

 Senior loans are typically secured by some or all of the assets of the 
borrower. Bonds, on the other hand, are typically unsecured.

US Loans

US IG MBS

US HY Corp

EM Corp

Muni
US IG Corp
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Yield & duration comparison of floating rate loans

Floating rate loans offer higher yield and lower duration vs investment grade bonds

Liabilities & EquityAssets

Working Capital

Property

Plant

Equipment

Senior Bank Loans

High Yield bonds

Subordinate debt

Mezzanine debt

Equity

Low Risk

High 
Risk
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The US tax reform and which companies should benefit

Tax Reforms Tax Repatriation stock index – geographical breakdown

Performance of repatriation index vs S&P 500

Reforms Potential Impact

A lower tax rate on 
corporate profits

The current 35% rate is the highest rate among all 
industrial countries. Trump administration has proposed 
halving that rate, which would cause capital to shift to 
corporate investment from real estate, unincorporated 
businesses, and foreign holdings.

Repatriation tax window

The proposal would allow all future foreign profits of US 
corporations to be repatriated without any extra tax. The 
$2.1 trillion of previously accumulated overseas profits 
would be subject to a one-time tax (between 5% and 10% 
according to different sources), to be paid over several 
years.

A cash-flow corporate tax

This means two things: allowing companies to deduct all 
investments in equipment and structures immediately, 
instead of spreading the cost over time; and eliminating 
the deduction for interest costs on newly incurred debts. 
This would reduce the risk caused by high-debt ratios and 
put debt and equity on an equal footing

Border tax adjustment 
(BAT)

Tax is imposed based on the place of consumption of 
goods and services rather than source of income or the 
residence of the taxpayer. It exempts gross receipts from 
exported goods and services while taxing goods and 
services imported into the United States, this will 
provide level playing field for US manufacturers and 
encourage production activities in USA
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Tax changes do not seem to be priced in the stocks at this stage
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Asset Management Team
A team of professionals with decades of experience

Charles Monchau, CFA 
Managing Director
Investment Management
Charles-Henry joined Al Mal as Managing Director - Head of Investment Management. Charles was previously SEO / Head of Asset Management at SHUAA Capital and brings
more than 20 years of experience in international multi-asset investing. Before moving to the UAE, Charles was heading the Asset Allocation Team for the Europe & Middle
East at Deutsche Bank (2014-2016). Based in Geneva, he was in charge of a team of 25 portfolio managers running around USD 10bn in discretionary mandates. Prior to
Deutsche Bank, Charles was Regional CIO for EFG Private Bank (2010-2013) and held various senior portfolio management and buy-side research roles at Rothschild Bank AG
in Zurich (2009-2010), Lombard Odier in Paris and Geneva (2001-2009) and BNP Paribas in Geneva and Nassau (1995-2001). He was also an adjunct professor in Finance at the
International University of Geneva. Charles has an Executive MBA from Instituto di Empresa (Madrid & Shanghai) and a MSc in Finance (University of Geneva). He is also a
CFA, CMT, CAIA and CIIA Charterholder.

Vijay Harpalani
Fund Manager | Analyst

Vijay joined Al Mal Capital in 2013. He currently manages Al Mal Saudi Shariah Fund and also helps managing other public funds and discretionary portfolios. Vijay brings
extensive experience of around 10 years in investment management and research with a focus on MENA public equities and fixed income. He previously worked on the buy side
as an Investment Analyst at Finance House in Abu Dhabi, where he was responsible for valuation, financial modeling and portfolio recommendations for a multi-asset
proprietary portfolio of USD 250 mn. He has also worked on the sell side as an analyst, covering the Indian building materials sector, at Batlivala & Karani Securities in
Mumbai, India.Vijay holds a Bachelor’s of Commerce, specializing in Accounting and Auditing, from M.S. University of Baroda, India, and an MBA in Finance from ICFAI
Business School, India. He is currently a Level 3 candidate in the CFA Program.
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Aida Talaat
Wealth Mgt. Officer

Aida joined Al Mal Capital in 2015 as Wealth Management Officer. Aida helps in generating new business by screening International Fund Managers to add to Al Mal
range of products. Prior to joining Al Mal Capital, Aida was a Trade Finance specialist at Invest Bank. She has also worked in Corporate Customer Service with HSBC.
Aida holds a Bachelor’s of Arts from Ain Shams University, Egypt.
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Asset Management Team
A team of professionals with decades of experience

Sanat Sachar
Analyst

Sanat joined Al Mal Capital in 2015 as Analyst. Sanat brings a fresh prospective to the team because of his diverse background.
He has worked on various deals during his summer internship with PwC in Dubai. Sanat has also interned with Citibank in Dubai, where he worked with the retail
operations team of the bank. Prior to pursuing his post graduate program, he had worked with Portiviti Consulting, India in the area of software development.
He has earned his MBA in Finance from Indian Institute of Management, Indore and a Bachelors in Technology from Jamia Hamdard University, New Delhi, India. Sanat
has passed Level 1 of the CFA Program.
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Marwan Haddad, CFA
Lead Fund Manager | Analyst
MENA Equity
Marwan came from SHUAA Capital (Dubai) with +11 years of experience in investment management. At SHUAA he was responsible for leading the investment process on
MENA equities, generating new investment ideas, conducting fundamental research and actively managing portfolios. Prior to joining SHUAA he was working at Rasmala
Investment Bank in DIFC as a Portfolio Manager since 2010. At Rasmala, Marwan was at the center of transforming Rasmala's MENA Equities offering from funds of funds
model to a stock selection model, launching the Arabia Market Growth Fund in early 2011, and GCC Islamic Equity Fund in June, 2013. He started his investment career at
Awraq Investment and then Global Investment House after he completed a Master of Business in Finance from Sydney University in Australia. He is also a CFA Charter holder.
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Disclaimer

None of the information and opinions contained herein is intended to form the basis for any investment or trading decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. The products and
transactions described herein are not suitable for every investor. Such products and transactions are only suitable for sophisticated and knowledgeable professional users of financial instruments,
and are structured and customized to the needs and objectives of each investor. The information and opinions contained herein have been prepared for informational purposes only and do not
constitute an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any security, any commodity futures contractor commodity-related product, any derivative product, or any trading strategy or service
described herein.
Neither Al Mal Capital PSC nor any of its affiliates, directors, authorized managers and/or employees accepts liability for any loss arising from the use of or makes any representation as to the
accuracy or completeness of the terms and conditions of products and transactions described herein. Finalized terms and conditions are subject to further discussion and negotiation, and will be
determined in part on the basis of pricing and valuation models, data, and assumptions that are proprietary to Al Mal Capital and its affiliates. No assurance can be given that a product or
transaction can, in fact, be executed on any representative terms indicated herein.
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